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Tobi Pearce picked up his daughter at the Malvern property  (17)
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EXCLUSIVE: Tobi Pearce picked up his daughter at the Malvern property he once shared with Kayla.  Tobi was greeted at the residence by Kayla''s mother Anna who handed the infant over. Kayla was not present. The duo  then enjoyed a daddy/daughter shopping trip at Burnside village. This is the first sighting of Tobi Pearce since announcing their spilt on instagram.     ***SPECIAL INSTRUCTIONS*** Please pixelate children's faces before publication.***.  13 Sep 2020  Pictured: Tobi Pearce and daughter Arna.  Photo credit: MEGA    TheMegaAgency.com  +1 888 505 6342
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EXCLUSIVE: Tobi Pearce picked up his daughter at the Malvern property he once shared with Kayla.  Tobi was greeted at the residence by Kayla''s mother Anna who handed the infant over. Kayla was not present. The duo  then enjoyed a daddy/daughter shopping trip at Burnside village. This is the first sighting of Tobi Pearce since announcing their spilt on instagram.     ***SPECIAL INSTRUCTIONS*** Please pixelate children's faces before publication.***.  13 Sep 2020  Pictured: Tobi Pearce and daughter Arna and Anna Itines.  Photo credit: MEGA    TheMegaAgency.com  +1 888 505 6342
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EXCLUSIVE: Tobi Pearce picked up his daughter at the Malvern property he once shared with Kayla.  Tobi was greeted at the residence by Kayla''s mother Anna who handed the infant over. Kayla was not present. The duo  then enjoyed a daddy/daughter shopping trip at Burnside village. This is the first sighting of Tobi Pearce since announcing their spilt on instagram.     ***SPECIAL INSTRUCTIONS*** Please pixelate children's faces before publication.***.  13 Sep 2020  Pictured: Tobi Pearce and daughter Arna and Anna Itines.  Photo credit: MEGA    TheMegaAgency.com  +1 888 505 6342
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EXCLUSIVE: Tobi Pearce picked up his daughter at the Malvern property he once shared with Kayla.  Tobi was greeted at the residence by Kayla''s mother Anna who handed the infant over. Kayla was not present. The duo  then enjoyed a daddy/daughter shopping trip at Burnside village. This is the first sighting of Tobi Pearce since announcing their spilt on instagram.     ***SPECIAL INSTRUCTIONS*** Please pixelate children's faces before publication.***.  13 Sep 2020  Pictured: Tobi Pearce and daughter Arna and Anna Itines.  Photo credit: MEGA    TheMegaAgency.com  +1 888 505 6342
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EXCLUSIVE: Tobi Pearce picked up his daughter at the Malvern property he once shared with Kayla.  Tobi was greeted at the residence by Kayla''s mother Anna who handed the infant over. Kayla was not present. The duo  then enjoyed a daddy/daughter shopping trip at Burnside village. This is the first sighting of Tobi Pearce since announcing their spilt on instagram.     ***SPECIAL INSTRUCTIONS*** Please pixelate children's faces before publication.***.  13 Sep 2020  Pictured: Tobi Pearce and daughter Arna and Anna Itines.  Photo credit: MEGA    TheMegaAgency.com  +1 888 505 6342
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EXCLUSIVE: Tobi Pearce picked up his daughter at the Malvern property he once shared with Kayla.  Tobi was greeted at the residence by Kayla''s mother Anna who handed the infant over. Kayla was not present. The duo  then enjoyed a daddy/daughter shopping trip at Burnside village. This is the first sighting of Tobi Pearce since announcing their spilt on instagram.     ***SPECIAL INSTRUCTIONS*** Please pixelate children's faces before publication.***.  13 Sep 2020  Pictured: Tobi Pearce and daughter Arna.  Photo credit: MEGA    TheMegaAgency.com  +1 888 505 6342
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EXCLUSIVE: Tobi Pearce picked up his daughter at the Malvern property he once shared with Kayla.  Tobi was greeted at the residence by Kayla''s mother Anna who handed the infant over. Kayla was not present. The duo  then enjoyed a daddy/daughter shopping trip at Burnside village. This is the first sighting of Tobi Pearce since announcing their spilt on instagram.     ***SPECIAL INSTRUCTIONS*** Please pixelate children's faces before publication.***.  13 Sep 2020  Pictured: Tobi Pearce and daughter Arna.  Photo credit: MEGA    TheMegaAgency.com  +1 888 505 6342
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EXCLUSIVE: Tobi Pearce picked up his daughter at the Malvern property he once shared with Kayla.  Tobi was greeted at the residence by Kayla''s mother Anna who handed the infant over. Kayla was not present. The duo  then enjoyed a daddy/daughter shopping trip at Burnside village. This is the first sighting of Tobi Pearce since announcing their spilt on instagram.     ***SPECIAL INSTRUCTIONS*** Please pixelate children's faces before publication.***.  13 Sep 2020  Pictured: Tobi Pearce and daughter Arna.  Photo credit: MEGA    TheMegaAgency.com  +1 888 505 6342
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EXCLUSIVE: Tobi Pearce picked up his daughter at the Malvern property he once shared with Kayla.  Tobi was greeted at the residence by Kayla''s mother Anna who handed the infant over. Kayla was not present. The duo  then enjoyed a daddy/daughter shopping trip at Burnside village. This is the first sighting of Tobi Pearce since announcing their spilt on instagram.     ***SPECIAL INSTRUCTIONS*** Please pixelate children's faces before publication.***.  13 Sep 2020  Pictured: Tobi Pearce and daughter Arna.  Photo credit: MEGA    TheMegaAgency.com  +1 888 505 6342
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EXCLUSIVE: Tobi Pearce picked up his daughter at the Malvern property he once shared with Kayla.  Tobi was greeted at the residence by Kayla''s mother Anna who handed the infant over. Kayla was not present. The duo  then enjoyed a daddy/daughter shopping trip at Burnside village. This is the first sighting of Tobi Pearce since announcing their spilt on instagram.     ***SPECIAL INSTRUCTIONS*** Please pixelate children's faces before publication.***.  13 Sep 2020  Pictured: Tobi Pearce and daughter Arna.  Photo credit: MEGA    TheMegaAgency.com  +1 888 505 6342
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EXCLUSIVE: Tobi Pearce picked up his daughter at the Malvern property he once shared with Kayla.  Tobi was greeted at the residence by Kayla''s mother Anna who handed the infant over. Kayla was not present. The duo  then enjoyed a daddy/daughter shopping trip at Burnside village. This is the first sighting of Tobi Pearce since announcing their spilt on instagram.     ***SPECIAL INSTRUCTIONS*** Please pixelate children's faces before publication.***.  13 Sep 2020  Pictured: Tobi Pearce and daughter Arna.  Photo credit: MEGA    TheMegaAgency.com  +1 888 505 6342
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EXCLUSIVE: Tobi Pearce picked up his daughter at the Malvern property he once shared with Kayla.  Tobi was greeted at the residence by Kayla''s mother Anna who handed the infant over. Kayla was not present. The duo  then enjoyed a daddy/daughter shopping trip at Burnside village. This is the first sighting of Tobi Pearce since announcing their spilt on instagram.     ***SPECIAL INSTRUCTIONS*** Please pixelate children's faces before publication.***.  13 Sep 2020  Pictured: Tobi Pearce and daughter Arna and Anna Itines.  Photo credit: MEGA    TheMegaAgency.com  +1 888 505 6342
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EXCLUSIVE: Tobi Pearce picked up his daughter at the Malvern property he once shared with Kayla.  Tobi was greeted at the residence by Kayla''s mother Anna who handed the infant over. Kayla was not present. The duo  then enjoyed a daddy/daughter shopping trip at Burnside village. This is the first sighting of Tobi Pearce since announcing their spilt on instagram.     ***SPECIAL INSTRUCTIONS*** Please pixelate children's faces before publication.***.  13 Sep 2020  Pictured: Tobi Pearce and daughter Arna.  Photo credit: MEGA    TheMegaAgency.com  +1 888 505 6342
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EXCLUSIVE: Tobi Pearce picked up his daughter at the Malvern property he once shared with Kayla.  Tobi was greeted at the residence by Kayla''s mother Anna who handed the infant over. Kayla was not present. The duo  then enjoyed a daddy/daughter shopping trip at Burnside village. This is the first sighting of Tobi Pearce since announcing their spilt on instagram.     ***SPECIAL INSTRUCTIONS*** Please pixelate children's faces before publication.***.  13 Sep 2020  Pictured: Tobi Pearce and daughter Arna.  Photo credit: MEGA    TheMegaAgency.com  +1 888 505 6342
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EXCLUSIVE: Tobi Pearce picked up his daughter at the Malvern property he once shared with Kayla.  Tobi was greeted at the residence by Kayla''s mother Anna who handed the infant over. Kayla was not present. The duo  then enjoyed a daddy/daughter shopping trip at Burnside village. This is the first sighting of Tobi Pearce since announcing their spilt on instagram.     ***SPECIAL INSTRUCTIONS*** Please pixelate children's faces before publication.***.  13 Sep 2020  Pictured: Tobi Pearce and daughter Arna.  Photo credit: MEGA    TheMegaAgency.com  +1 888 505 6342
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EXCLUSIVE: Tobi Pearce picked up his daughter at the Malvern property he once shared with Kayla.  Tobi was greeted at the residence by Kayla''s mother Anna who handed the infant over. Kayla was not present. The duo  then enjoyed a daddy/daughter shopping trip at Burnside village. This is the first sighting of Tobi Pearce since announcing their spilt on instagram.     ***SPECIAL INSTRUCTIONS*** Please pixelate children's faces before publication.***.  13 Sep 2020  Pictured: Tobi Pearce and daughter Arna.  Photo credit: MEGA    TheMegaAgency.com  +1 888 505 6342
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EXCLUSIVE: Tobi Pearce picked up his daughter at the Malvern property he once shared with Kayla.  Tobi was greeted at the residence by Kayla''s mother Anna who handed the infant over. Kayla was not present. The duo  then enjoyed a daddy/daughter shopping trip at Burnside village. This is the first sighting of Tobi Pearce since announcing their spilt on instagram.     ***SPECIAL INSTRUCTIONS*** Please pixelate children's faces before publication.***.  13 Sep 2020  Pictured: Tobi Pearce and daughter Arna.  Photo credit: MEGA    TheMegaAgency.com  +1 888 505 6342
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